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Cloud Migration
More and more, companies are migrating ap-

However, IT departments must invest the

plications and processes to the cloud to take

up-front planning and work to ensure

advantage of the computing model’s flexibility,

migrations to the cloud are successful.
In this eGuide, Computerworld and InfoWorld

scalability, and cost savings. In fact, an IDG
Enterprise survey showed that more than

examine reasons for moving to the cloud and

two-thirds of respondent companies have

offer advice on how to do so to maximize

already made cloud investments, and the rest

benefits. Read on to learn how migrating to

plan to do so within the next few years.

the cloud can benefit your company.
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Migration

Secure Migration
to the Cloud:
A Not Impossible
Mission

Cloud Adoption
Continues
Apace

Cloud
Computing
Claims a Pivotal
Role in 2015

IT’s Top 3
Cloud Migration
Errors

Poor App
Migration Could
Kill Your
Cloud ROI

Using Amazon’s cloud
services, NASA is
moving legacy apps,
saving money, gaining
efficiency

Cloud security is not
just a popular topic
these days, it could
be the storyline for
the next Tom Cruise
movie

Companies are
expanding their use
of cloud as they work
through security and
other challenges

Not yet dominating enterprise IT,
but progressing at
a steady rate, cloud
continues its ascent

The good news is
that most companies
are now moving to
the cloud; the bad
news is that many
are doing it poorly

All too often,
companies migrate
apps without using
cloud-native features
essential to achieving
the expected performance
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NASA Launches Massive
Cloud Migration
Using Amazon’s cloud services, NASA is moving legacy apps,
saving money, gaining efficiency
BY SHARON GAUDIN, COMPUTERWORLD | NASA migrated 65

It was a huge undertaking, according to Raj Ananthanpillai,

software applications, including its flagship NASA.gov website, to

chairman, CEO and president of InfoZen, the cloud integrator

the cloud in 22 weeks, and the space agency is still in the midst

that helped NASA with its cloud project.

of a massive deployment to the cloud. That initial migration was

“All of our guys needed a big vacation after they were done,”

completed at what analysts called a breakneck pace, and now

said Ananthanpillai. “It was very interesting. We were changing the

the fun has just begun, said the head of NASA’s Web services.

tires in a moving car. You cannot put NASA and all its infrastructure

“The important thing this is we’ve learned a lot in the last 18
months,” said Roopangi Kadakia, NASA’s Web services execu-

on hold. You can’t say ‘None of this will be available for a while.’”
Nearly a year and a half later, NASA has moved about 110

tive. “Going through that, we were able to see how you optimize

applications and websites to the cloud, specifically to different

legacy applications. It can’t be business as usual. There’s a

regions of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud platform. The

whole set of different ways to think about the cloud. If we get

space agency project is one of the largest government agency

folks to that point, we can really start creating a strategy so you

deployments to Amazon’s cloud.

have better access to information anytime and anywhere.”
Roopangi Kadakia, NASA’s Web services executive, has been
working to migrate the space agency’s websites and applications
to the cloud.
Kadakia and her team began working on the massive migration in March 2013. First, they moved those 65 applications to
the cloud, including NASA’s engineering network and the agency
website devoted to science and research.
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NASA is far from done, however. The agency has 1,500 publicfacing websites and 2,000 intranets, extranets and applications. The
accomplishments of Kadakia and her team are just a beginning.
The space agency will continue to move apps to the cloud and
build apps in the cloud. Its goal is to move or build another 20 to
30 apps by the end of the year.
“I want to give people the ability to collaborate,” Kadakia said.
“I want to give them a repository on the cloud where we can be
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doing code sharing and code reuse within NASA. And we’re look-

access? Do they have continuous guards? Do they have lockable

ing at disaster recovery as a service.”

casings in their data centers? Do they have redundant cabling?

NASA didn’t just inch its way into Amazon’s cloud offering.
The agency has about 60 apps, such as its public-facing websites,

What Amazon does with their data center is going to be evaluated.”
Since Amazon doesn’t have a classified offering, NASA hasn’t

on Amazon’s public cloud, and 40 more, including NASA’s workflow

moved any of its classified information to the cloud, Kadakia

and privacy-impact applications, on Amazon’s virtual private cloud,

said. The agency also has not migrated any of the applications

which offers a certain amount of isolation in the public cloud.

that support the space station.

The agency also has 10 “sensitive” applications—such as its
engineering network, which has 3.5 million to 5 million docu-

Migration challenges

ments for engineers across NASA—on Amazon’s GovCloud, an

What made much of the migration a challenge—other than the

isolated section of the AWS cloud for government agencies with

speed at which NASA was moving ahead with it—was that many

specific regulatory and compliance requirements.

of the applications were running on old, outdated systems.

“I didn’t go out saying I want to use Amazon cloud,” Kadakia

“We were moving from an out-of-support content manage-

said. “I had these apps that needed a much better return on invest-

ment system,” Kadakia explained. “It had managed the content

ment. I was able to show, right from the beginning, about a 40%

for Nasa.gov, our public-facing website. That was a good eight to

[year-over-year] cost savings on operations and maintenance—not

10 years old, and it was probably out of support for a good two

doing any consolidations or cleanup. It was 40% right off the bat.”

to three years. The company wasn’t even creating updates. There

So NASA, the agency in charge of building heavy-lift rockets
and sending astronauts to live and work on the International
Space Station, isn’t building a private cloud as part of this project?
No, it is not.
Kadakia said private clouds have been set up within some of

was no way to keep up to date with that system.”
Because the content management system, which Kadakia
declined to name, was so old, updating NASA’s popular websites
was a cumbersome process.
“The cost to make sure content delivery was done as ef-

the agency’s centers, but there isn’t an overall NASA initiative to

fectively as possible was large,” said Kadakia. “When the Mars

create one. It’s all about looking at the situation in light of the

Science Lab landed, we had to make sure we were giving Web

agency’s risk policies.

updates on almost a minute-by-minute basis. That was very

“What are you trying to protect? How does hosting it internally

tricky with that Web content management system. We could

give you more protection than having it hosted externally?” asked

Band-Aid quicker publishing times but they really were Band-

Kadakia. “Just because a server is in your own data center does

Aids. It was nearly manual.”

not make it secure. It’s not about where the information is but how
it’s protected. It’s about the controls used. The government has to
abide by regulations and there are hundreds of controls. Who has
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Now that they’re on the cloud, updating the websites has gone
from taking about 20 minutes to two minutes.
“This was pretty amazing,” Kadakia said. “It’s not like just mov-

“We were changing
the tires in a moving
car. You cannot
put NASA and all
its infrastructure
on hold.”
Raj Ananthanpillai
Chairman, CEO, president
InfoZen
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ing over an application. In our legacy environment, we may have

Making the migration work

had tech components so out of support that they weren’t compat-

To ensure a successful migration, Kadakia and her team first had

ible with anything. They had to be updated and sometimes re-engi-

to clean up all of the old and outdated tech components that

neered to make them work, and work consistently, on the cloud. We

supported websites and applications. That had to be done before

also put a monitoring and security program in place. It was a whole

they could move to the cloud.

different architecture. It was not just moving things into the cloud.”
Jagdish Rebello, an analyst with IHS iSuppli, said he’s not
surprised that NASA is moving to the cloud, noting that the U.S.
government is looking to the cloud to make its computer systems
more efficient and to drive down costs.
“As they move to the cloud, I believe they’ll start to figure
out ways to merge the data from different websites so it’s not
siloed,” he added. “That will make analytics easier. You’re look-

Once the applications were on the cloud, NASA’s IT and migration teams had to make sure the applications were running
efficiently there.
Kadakia explained that once the apps and websites were on
the cloud, the teams started looking at the apps’ performance
and calculating if their tech assets were being used to their fullest potential.
“We had to look at the infrastructure the applications were

ing for relationships between data, and that’s easier to find if

sitting on,” she said. “If the app had been running on a server

your data is not sitting in individual silos.”

that had this much CPU and this much storage, we had to look at

Jeff Kagan, an independent industry analyst, also noted that
that NASA’s new ability to do more and deeper analysis could
be critical to the agency.
“This would allow them to make better projections about

how much the app was really using. We found that a lot of these
apps were really over-architected.”
The team found that some cloud-based applications were only using about 1% of CPUs, even at peak levels. “They needed to be right-

supplies, costs and safety—things that their past systems prob-

sized,” Kadakia said. “They just didn’t need to be sitting on such a

ably were too old to handle quickly and efficiently. This is a

powerful server. That saved us a lot of money—about 20% to 25%.”

great idea for an agency like NASA that needs state-of-the-art
computer power and speed.”
Kagan also agreed with Kadakia that NASA’s migration should
save the space agency a lot of money over time.
“The government, in general, wastes a lot of money keeping
their systems, which are not always state of the art, running,” he

NASA’s migration team also looked at the applications and
tried to figure out how to best optimize the apps themselves.
Kadakia said she pondered questions such as, “Do I re-engineer it? Do I consolidate it with something else? How do I make
it more standardized?”
“Now we’re trying to take advantage of the technologies, tools

said. “Their systems tend to be older with a lot of problems, so

and processes to automate everything from deployment to test-

this would let NASA get state-of-the-art systems, do things that

ing,” she explained. “All these technologies are out there. We just

they can’t do today and save money in the process.”

have to take advantage of them.”
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Secure Migration to the Cloud:
A Not Impossible Mission
Cloud security is not just a popular topic these days, it could be the
storyline for the next Tom Cruise movie
BY STEVE PATE, COMPUTERWORLD | We’ve seen disclosures by

around security. By asking questions about their encryption

a whistle-blowing former NSA spy, user errors that exposed

guidelines and protocol on authorizing access, you will have a

over 126 billion files, and words like ‘encryption’ making their

better idea of whether this particular CSP has the same stan-

way into local evening news broadcasts. Yet while there has

dards of security that you need and expect.

been much discussion around how to secure your data once
it’s in the cloud, perhaps we should take a step back. We need

Migration to IaaS

to start with how to securely migrate your data to the cloud in

Organizations using Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) have poten-

the first place.

tially even greater exposure. Most IaaS run on virtualized servers,
as they are far easier to spin up and decommission than physical

Migration to SaaS

hardware. Plus, service providers have far better control for load

Clearly, there is risk in moving your applications and data from

balancing and scalability. So let’s explore the options available for

a presumably secure data center into the hands of a cloud

moving data in and out of virtual machines in the cloud:

service provider (CSP). If you’re using software as a service
(SaaS) or other cloud applications, you should ensure that any

• See what your service provider can offer. There are many

link used to connect or upload information into your infrastruc-

cloud and DR companies that offer the ability to securely

ture is secured through SSL or similar protocols. There are

migrate your data or VMs to the cloud. Consult with your

also encryption gateway products that encrypt data before it
leaves the data center and migrates to SaaS environments such

services provider to see how they can help.
• Database replication. Most of the enterprise database

as Salesforce. Of course, it’s also a good idea to understand

vendors support database replication. Since the databas-

your providers service level agreements (SLA) and agreements

es may not be physically next to each other many of the
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if you already have
a key management
solution in place
for protecting your
data in the cloud,
shouldn’t that
system provide
the capability of
allowing you to
securely migrate
data to and from
the cloud too?
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Cloud security is still top of mind despite the number of orga-

ing data between multiple instances. Depending on the

nizations moving their data to this new infrastructure. Here’s a

vendor, this may also require a VPN connection between

common scenario that I come across: IT wants to migrate data to

your data center and your VMs in the cloud.

cloud storage that can then be accessed by servers. For example,

• Secure FTP/SSH. Establishing a secure channel between

let’s look at Amazon AWS. They already have excellent interfaces

a server in the data center and a server in the cloud is

for accessing storage like S3 and Glacier. It’s pretty easy to stuff

not hard. Linux/UNIX servers support SSH by default and

some files in an S3 bucket, which you can subsequently access

there are SSH servers for Windows servers too. You may

from your VMs. And you can just reverse the operation to pull the

or may not choose to manage SSH key pairs to simplify

data back out again. Easy huh? Well, yes it is—but can you do

the process.

this securely?

• Homegrown tools to move unstructured data. This is

It seems to me that if you already have a key management

where things get complicated. Unstructured data has

solution in place for protecting your data in the cloud, shouldn’t

many forms, and moving it securely can be like trying to

that system also provide the capability of allowing you to

put a very large octopus into a very small tank. There are

securely migrate data to and from the cloud too? I can define a

a myriad of solutions available, often home-grown, using

set of VMs that can access specific sets of data (and no other

openSSL or other such tools. Zip up some files, encrypt

VMs.) I then encrypt data and move the data between the VMs,

them using openSSL, migrate them and reverse the op-

through S3, Glacier or other cloud storage. I’m confident that

eration at the other end.

no one else can access the data at any point in the process
because I hold the keys.

A challenge with many of these approaches is that they are

Clearly, solutions for cloud security are still evolving. I’ve

not always scalable for enterprise use: different administrators

written before about some ways that you can take control of

are managing passwords, SSH key pairs, and so on. You may

your data, even when it is hosted by a cloud service provider.

have one solution for securing your data at rest in the cloud, one

What do you see as the next big challenge to tackle in building

for backups and another for data migration. Got a headache yet?

a secure cloud?
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Cloud Adoption Continues Apace
Companies are expanding cloud use as they work through security and other challenges
BY COMPUTERWORLD STAFF | Cloud adoption is increasing as

evenly between public (15%) and private (19%) implementations.

companies identify more IT operations they want to migrate.

Although companies intend to adopt public cloud at a somewhat

However, the pace and implementation focus vary according to

faster pace than private cloud, private cloud models will continue

company size, industry and job titles of parties involved, while

to have the edge.

security concerns persist as the top challenge to deployment,
according to a survey of 1,672 IT decision-makers.
The results of IDG Enterprise’s survey represent the practices

Regardless of the model they choose, companies plan to dedicate 24% of their IT budgets, on average, to cloud. Firms intend
to spend an average $1.6 million during the next year—6% more

and opinions of technology buyers whose organizations already

than in 2013. Large companies, not surprisingly, plan to spend

have, or plan to have, at least one application or some portion

considerably more than small and mid-sized companies: $3.3

of their infrastructure in the cloud. (IDG Enterprise is the parent

million compared to $400,000.

organization of Computerworld.)
Overall, some 56% of companies are still in the process of

None of this is easy, and technology executives and business leaders differ in how they perceive cloud implementation

identifying IT operations that they want to migrate to the cloud.

challenges. When asked to name the top three challenges to

But more companies are finished with the process now—38%

cloud from the viewpoint of non-IT leaders, 52% cited security,

compared to 33% last year.

compared to 61% who named this as a challenge for IT. Integra-

More than two-thirds (69%) of companies have already made
cloud investments. The rest plan to do so within the next three
years. Companies appear to be moving steadily: Respondents

tion issues, information governance and measuring ROI are also
implementation problems identified by the survey respondents.
Uncertainty about whether they can enforce their security

anticipate their cloud usage will expand, on average, by 38% in

policies at provider sites is their number one challenge, cited by

the next 18 months. At the end of 2015, companies expect to be

56%. They’re less willing to trust vendors with the job now. The

operating an average of 53% of their IT environments in the cloud.

percentage of security decision-makers who share responsibility

The survey results also suggest that companies are committed

for cloud security with their cloud provider has fallen from 52%

to a mix of private, public and hybrid cloud services for the fore-

in 2013 to 44% today. More companies (37%, versus 33% in

seeable future. On average, cloud deployments are split almost

2013) manage cloud security completely in-house.
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Cloud Computing Claims a Pivotal Role in 2015
Not yet dominating enterprise IT, but progressing at a steady rate,
cloud continues its ascent
BY MARY K. PRATT, COMPUTERWORLD | Martin Slominis had a

a hybrid environment of software as a service, on-premises apps

problem familiar to lots of IT executives: His staff didn’t have the

and infrastructure as a service.

capacity to fulfill all the demands users put on his department.

The experience of the Wayne State University Physician Group

“Cloud was an easy
way to multiply our
resources.”

So he did what technologists do best and used technology to

is representative of where many leading organizations stand

solve the problem. Specifically, he turned to cloud computing.

when it comes to cloud computing. Although they have a mix of

“Cloud was an easy way to multiply our resources,” says Slomi-

on-premises and cloud offerings, they increasingly see cloud as a

nis, vice president of management information systems at the

means of transforming the IT operation—and the business units

Martin Slominis

Wayne State University Physician Group in Detroit.

it supports. Getting there, though, will take longer than the hype

Vice president of management
information systems,
Wayne State University
Physician Group

His organization started moving applications to the cloud several years ago to save money, increase agility and improve flexibility
while reducing the maintenance work his team had to handle.

around cloud suggests.
A cloud migration involves “a ramp-up,” says Gartner analyst
David Mitchell Smith. “One of the myths is that it’s all or nothing.

Slominis wasn’t looking for small gains: He needed a game-

But it doesn’t happen that way,” he explains. “It’s more workload

changer. So early on he moved one of the organization’s mission-

by workload, application by application. It’s not, ‘We’ll turn every-

critical systems, a billing-related application, to the cloud. He

thing off and move [to cloud].’”

says about 25% of his 20-plus apps are now in the cloud. Moving

He says he has seen companies move beyond viewing the

to the cloud has indeed delivered benefits, Slominis says. It has

cloud as simply a cost-saver, as some did in the early days, to

saved money and has enabled the 60-plus members of his IT

recognizing that its attributes—such as its elastic, scalable and

team to be more nimble and responsive.

self-service nature—can deliver big gains for an organization.

Encouraged, he’s planning to move more applications (though

“Are they saving money? Increasingly yes, they are. But the

not all) to the cloud, determining which should make the leap by

reason why people look to the cloud now is not for cost savings,

weighing factors such as cost, security requirements, the need

it’s for things like agility,” Smith says.

for agility, and whether and to what degree the system in question will have to scale. So far, that evaluation process has led to
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That, in part, explains the rise of the cloud-first mantra in
many enterprise IT departments.
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puting is progressing but is far from dominating the enterprise IT

Smith says IT operations are all over the map when it comes

landscape. Of 194 IT executives polled in May and June of 2014,

to adoption; there’s no typical IT shop. Some have moved large

25% said that they have moved some enterprise applications

chunks of their operations into the cloud, others little or none.

to the cloud, with more to come, and 10% said that they have

He also notes that even IT leaders have varying definitions of

moved some enterprise applications to the cloud but have no

what constitutes the cloud and cloud-based services.

plans to migrate anything else.

Computerworld’s Forecast survey confirms that cloud com-

Meanwhile, 14% reported that they have moved documents,
storage, and email and calendar tools to the cloud, and 9% said
that they are moving some or all of their data center and/or net-

Splintered Strategy
Your organization’s strategy for cloud computing

working infrastructure to the cloud. Only 7% of the respondents reported moving mission-critical enterprise applications to the cloud.
Moreover, 16% of the respondents to the Computerworld
survey listed cloud computing as the single most important

Not moving to the cloud 28%
Always been cloud-based 1%
All types of apps
moved to cloud 6%
Mission-critical
enterprise apps
moved to cloud 7%
Some or all data center
/ network infrastructure
moved to cloud 9%
Some enterprise apps
moved to cloud; no further plans 10%
Some enterprise apps moved to cloud, more to come 9%
Email, calendar, documents and storage moved to cloud 14%

technology project that their IT departments are working on right
now, and 18% said that they consider it to be the No. 1 disruptive technology that will impact their organizations over the next

James Staten

three to five years.

Analyst,
Forrester Research

A thoughtful approach to the cloud
Joseph Young agrees that cloud computing is a key technology
for the upcoming year and beyond.
“We’re making a very big push now to the cloud,” says
Young, who is IT director at OK International, a global manufacturer of bench tools and equipment used in 3D printing and
electronics and industrial product assembly. His IT department
supports about 260 users at the company’s Garden Grove, Calif., headquarters, a manufacturing site in China and a distribution facility in the U.K.
He moved the company’s website and online store to the
Amazon Web Services cloud, and he’s in the midst of deploying

SOURCE: COMPUTERWORLD FORECAST SURVEY, MAY/JUNE 2014; 194 IT RESPONDENTS
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“Everything in IT
tends to move
dramatically slower
than most people
think it will. And
that’s definitely the
case with the cloud.”

Office 365, Microsoft’s suite of cloud-based tools, which includes
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the software vendor’s Enterprise E3 products.
He says OK International is also moving its backup data to
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However, according to the firm’s latest Forrsights Software Survey, enterprise IT leaders for the first time say they prefer SaaS

Azure, Microsoft’s cloud platform. Like other IT leaders, Young

products when procuring new software—more evidence that a

says the cloud makes sense in these cases because it removes

cloud-first mentality is taking hold.

administrative and infrastructure costs from his budget, builds in
disaster recovery, and provides scalability and agility.
However, he says OK International’s ERP and document

Gaining confidence in the cloud
The apps making the move to the cloud are even more indica-

management systems will continue to be hosted internally. The

tive of how far companies have come, where they are now and

company just invested in the hardware to run those systems in

where they’ll be in the future, Staten says. Several years ago,

2013 because it didn’t have the network bandwidth necessary to

companies refused to put many core applications in the cloud

push all of that data to the cloud.

because they had concerns about security and control. Today,

Plus, executives are hesitant to move mission-critical applica-

many enterprises have a number of significant cloud-based

tions to the cloud because they still have concerns about secu-

apps, such as those running HR functions, although they con-

rity and response time. Those barriers are coming down, though.

tinue to keep mission-critical software in-house.

Young says OK International recently upgraded its network

But now if they decline to move a system to the cloud, it’s

capacity, making the use of cloud-based offerings a more viable

often because the migration would be a complex undertaking,

option—even for the ERP and document management systems.

not because they have lingering fears about cloud technology.

Moreover, vendors are continuing to prove that their systems

“It’s not because the cloud isn’t ready. It’s usually because

are secure and reliable, and they’re adding contract language to

the application architecture makes it difficult to move to the

address those points—all of which reassures executives who were

cloud,” Staten says.

once skeptical that mission-critical applications can securely run
in the cloud.
“It’s proven itself. And I think most companies are seeing that
now it’s not a matter of if, it’s when,” Young says.
Forrester Research analyst James Staten says Young’s approach mirrors the overall strategy that he’s seeing user organizations adopt throughout the market. “Everything in IT tends

Other systems likely to be kept on-site include static applications—systems that consume the same amount of space all
the time, Staten says, noting that many companies don’t see
any advantage to running those in the cloud. And some companies build apps, including mission-critical ones, in the cloud
and then move them in-house.
Ultimately, “everyone ends up being hybrid,” he says. “They

to move dramatically slower than most people think it will. And

can have static hosting and pay-per-use and even colocation.”

that’s definitely the case with the cloud,” he says.

Constellation Research analyst Holger Mueller concurs: “Ev-

Staten says Forrester’s research indicates that less than 20%
of the total portfolio of enterprise applications is in the cloud.
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erything is in play,” he says. “It’s just a question of readiness,
timing, the offering being there.”

“Companies that
can develop best
practices on how
to harness these
new cloud-based
technologies will
differentiate
themselves in
the market.”
Holger Mueller
Analyst,
Constellation Research
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Cloud adoption does continue to be stymied by security
concerns, highly customized software and the complexity
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perhaps, or lingering concerns about security and availability—
will one day migrate to the cloud, too.

of systems, he says, but companies see cloud computing
as offering too many benefits to resist. As a result, the real

Tackling apps that are tougher to move

issue moving forward is how to harness those benefits to

Over the past few years GE has moved to a public-cloud-first

enable transformation.

mentality, Drumgoole says, and that philosophy picked up steam.

“As we move more into digital transformation, the real chal-

“Our choice is almost always public first, because we think

lenge is the lack of best practices. Companies that can develop

the world will end up in a public cloud model. But we aren’t

best practices on how to harness these new cloud-based technol-

quite there yet, so we have some internal and hybrid solutions,”

ogies will differentiate themselves in the market,” Mueller says.

Drumgoole says.

Toward that end, IT leaders are now seeing cloud as a

Customized off-the-shelf software tools are among the most

philosophy, a transformative paradigm that shapes how they

challenging systems to move, he says. Not surprisingly, it’s

structure their IT shops to increase the value they bring to

easiest to apply the cloud-first philosophy to brand-new appli-

their organizations.

cations, where there are no migration issues.

“A lot of people look at cloud as just a technology, but

But even though entrenched systems are harder to move,

we look at it as much deeper than a technology. Cloud is an

migrating pays off in more ways than one. First, a migration

operating model for IT and our business. We’re really looking

produces the oft-cited benefits of cloud computing: the access,

to transform [how we operate],” says Chris Drumgoole, who is

agility and flexibility that make it possible to scale up and down

chief operating officer for IT at General Electric and is leading

easily and deliver new functionality to users quickly. But a move

the Fairfield, Conn.-based company’s cloud transformation.

to the cloud also creates an opportunity to assess your IT infra-

He does concede that there are cases where applications
running on servers located in GE facilities—truly on-premises

structure and streamline operations.
“It gives us an opportunity to look at the applications. So

solutions—will continue to make sense. As an example, he

we might find that there are things we don’t need,” Drumgoole

points to a data analysis tool used by GE’s jet engine testing

says, noting that his team has already decommissioned and

operation; the application collects terabytes of data per minute,

combined a number of systems.

and it would be costly to transmit a data stream of that magni-

And such benefits fuel further movement toward the cloud.

tude to off-site systems.

“The benefit here is much deeper than saving dollars in IT,”

But Drumgoole says other business functions that currently
require on-premises systems for other reasons—complexity,
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he explains. “It’s really around transforming how you think about
applications and technology. That’s why we’re doing this.”
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IT’s Top 3 Cloud Migration Errors
The good news is that most companies are now moving to the
cloud; the bad news is that many are doing it poorly
BY DAVID LINTHICUM, INFOWORLD | A few years ago, only 10 to
20 percent of enterprises had a cloud migration strategy, but

this data in the cloud. But that understanding is typically wrong.
As a result, the usual cloud path follows one of two extremes.

nowadays, nearly all do. There are many good reasons to move

First, too much security, meaning more cost and technology

to the cloud, but for many enterprises, the path to cloud is not

layers. Second, too little security, which means there’s almost

paved with gold, nor is it easy to navigate.

nothing between hackers and the data. Both are bad.

Despite all the best-practice information out there, I still see

Lesson: Understand what the requirements are and meet them,

huge mistakes being widely made.

rather than overengineer or underengineer the solution.

1. Selecting the wrong cloud platforms

3. Assuming your staff will work effectively
with the cloud platforms

Although Amazon Web Services is leading the pack, Google or Microsoft may be a better fit in your case; you need to investigate. For

As in any technology shift, some staff members will be able to

some use cases, such as applications that are I/O-heavy, cloud ser-

become proficient, while others will not.

vices like IBM’s SoftLayer deserve consideration given their ability

The core issue is that processes change—development, op-

to provide bare-metal features. What’s more, you may need several

erations, and all points in between. So the people who manage

types of clouds and cloud providers to form your ultimate solution.

these processes typically need to change as well.

Lesson: Understand what you need to do, where you’re going, and
what needs to change, and only then select the cloud platforms.

In some cases, it’s just a matter of training. In others, major
surgery is required. The amount of disruption depends on
where your staff is now, and where it needs to be.

2. Making bad assumptions around
compliance in the cloud

Lesson: Plan for the fact that some staff members will not transi-

People dealing with personally identifiable information, for exam-

By making fewer mistakes, you’ll have a better and more effec-

ple, have some understanding about how they should be securing

tive cloud migration. So, learn all you can—then get to work.
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tion well to the cloud and that some will need help to get there.
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Poor App Migration Could Kill
Your Cloud ROI
All too often, companies migrate apps without using cloud-native
features essential to achieving the expected performance
BY DAVID LINTHICUM, INFOWORLD | Application migration proj-

cloud computing platform, so the application—not the platform

ects that move systems from traditional computing platforms

itself—makes decisions about how to allocate and manage

to cloud-based platforms are becoming commonplace. I’m up

platforms resources.

to my armpits in this world right now, and I’ve found there are
many lessons to be learned.
These application migration projects move from older Mi-

The problem is that most organizations migrating to cloud-based
platforms don’t change the applications to use the features of their
target platform. The resulting applications don’t optimize the plat-

crosoft and Unix-based platforms to comparable cloud-based

form, so they are more expensive to operate—in fact, their overall

systems, with PaaS or IaaS as the targets. The idea is to get

cost could end up higher than leaving the legacy apps in place.

the code up, get the data up, get it recompiled and retested,
and you’re done—but that’s not the reality.
The ability to use the native features of public or private

As a result, the projects fall short of the cost efficiencies the cloud can provide. Second, the apps can’t maximize
performance for their users, so a poorly migrated cloud-based

clouds is the real endgame. You can’t do that without some

application is considered a “dog.” Finally, there is very little

code and data redos, where the applications go through

planning for security and governance for cloud-based applica-

needed transformations to rock the cloud-native APIs.

tions, increasing the risk.

These cloud-native features include the ability to manage re-

The good news is that it’s an easy fix: Take time to focus

sources more effectively, such as storage and compute, as well

on the applications. Make modifications to ensure that the ap-

as the ability to provision and deprovision service instances

plication can take advantage of powerful cloud-based platform

that allow the applications to autoscale and autocontract. The

features. A bit of time, planning, redesign, and coding go a

results are applications that can function cost-efficiently on the

long, long way.
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The problem
is that most
organizations
migrating to
cloud-based
platforms don’t
change the
applications to
use the features
of their target
platform.

